
P h y s i c s            name ______________________________________period ____

Inv-10 Exploration:  Hooke’s Law       sheet # ____

MINI LAB   (A little spring action)
We are going to determine the relationship between applied force (FA) and  displacement from equilibrium (x) .  

Step 1: Use an overhead pen to mark on the outside of the tube the length of the  uncompressed spring.
Step 2: Add the weight holder and 100. g of slotted weight to the spring and note how far the spring compressed on the 
table below.  
  Mass on spring (kg)               Applied Force (FA)(N)                 displacement from equilibrium (x) (m)

      0.150 kg  (x 9.81 m/s2)  =    ________________ ____________________
      0.250 kg   ________________ ____________________
      0.350 kg              ________________ ____________________
      0.450 kg              ________________ ____________________
      0.550 kg    ________________ ____________________
      0.650 kg   ________________ ____________________
      0.750 kg   ________________ ____________________
      0.850 kg   ________________ ____________________
 
Use the graph below to determine the relationship between FA(N) and displacement from equilibrium (x) .

                                                      displacement from equilibrium (x)

 Which quadrant                                 FA (N)
        are we in?

 

 

The Idea
1.) What is the equation of your graph (in terms of FA, x, and  k  for slope)?  ________________________

2.) What is the relationship between FA and Fs?  ___________________

3.)  So . . .  what is Hooke’s Law?  Robert Hooke looked at it from
Label exactly what each variable means. the springs point fo view. 

4.) What is the significance of the  negative sign? 

5.) What does  CEIIINOSSSTTUV   mean?

6.)  What are the units of the spring constant?  _____________   What, in essence, is k  measuring?



7.)   Determine the sign of Fs , x, and velocity for each position. 
a . )   (block starts out motionless and 

    compressed against the spring.)

                   -xmax
        ( block moving through equilibrium left to right.)

b.)  
                              equilibrium

 
          (block reaches maximum stretch
  and again is temporarily  motionless

c.)     before starting back) 

        xmax

       x = 0 m 

8a.)  Now Graph Fs vs. x for the spring above.

         Fs (x)

              - xmax xmax

equilibrium

8b.) Where does the spring constant  (k ) fit into this graph?

9.)  What is the spring constant ( k ) of a spring that has just started the process of uncompressing and has a restoring 
force of Fs = +600 N (as it is heading for equilibrium) at the instant the attached object is -4 cm from equilibrium?  
(BE CAREFUL WITH YOUR SIGNS!)

10.) Remember that the applied force is always the same in magnitude, but opposite in direction to the restoring force 
of the spring.  What is the maximum number of  cm   that you can stretch a spring with a spring constant of  
k =  280 N/m  using  a direct applied force of  85 N?  

11.)  What is the restoring force of a spring with a spring constant of k =  5.9 kN/m  when it is being compressed 8 cm 
from equilibrium?   


